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Agent Efficiency Coaching Guide

Agent Income Efficiency Worksheet Directions

Ask the questions first without giving any feedback. The more of the answers 
you can have (units, income) ahead of time the better but do not put it in until 
you discuss it with them and they answer the questions. Then review the 
Hourly Rate, Hours worked per unit, and Average income per unit with them. 
Be sure to ask them what they think each of these numbers are related to 
their business before you actually tell them.

Once you have filled it out ask them which is more important to them at this 
stage of their business, time or money? Let them know you will go over HIGH 
Efficiency last which include more time and more money.

Once you ask them which is more important follow the appropriate scenarios 
below. After you have reviewed that with them then go through the other 
scenarios below using the “updated” numbers you will now have available.
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Scenario #1 More Time:

“If I could show you how to go from ______hours per transaction to 
___________hours per Unit (use a reduction of anywhere around ¼ to 1/3 of 
the time per Unit) let’s look at how much more spare time that would give you 
would you consider a move to your company! 

Change the number in line 7 - Hours worked/unit and multiply it times the 
number of Units they have (line 6) and put that on line 5. Then subtract the 
number in line 5 (Current Efficiency CE) from line 5 (Greater Efficiency GE) 
and divide that number by 8 (8 hour work day). That tells them how many 
“Extra” Days they will have just by working with you and becoming more 
efficient through tools, systems, and your coaching or expertise.

Example:
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Scenario #2 More Money

“If I could show you how to make more money would you consider a move to 
my company?” 

 Take CE Line 13 and add 25% and put it on GE Line 13. Then Multiply GE Line 
13 times GE Line 12 and put it on GE Line 11. Then Divide GE Line 11 by CE 
Line 10 and put it on GE Line 9 to show how to do more transactions and 
make more money with the same amount of time.

Example:

Regardless if you are working with your current agents or possible additions 
to your team being their trusted coach is critical to their growth.  Your ability 
to help them understand efficiency with their financial goals will establish a 
strong long term relationship. 



Agent Income / Efficiency Worksheet 

  Current Efficiency  Good Efficiency  High Efficiency 
1)  Number of Units       

2)  Weeks worked per year       

3)  X Days Worked/ Week       

4)  X Hours Worked /Day       

5)  = Total Hours Annually       

6)  / # of Closed Units       

7)  = Hours Worked/Unit       

8)  Total Income       

9)  / Units Closed       

10)  = Avg Income/Unit       

11)  Total Income       

12)  / Total Hours       

13)  = Hourly Rate       
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